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To ex~mine some of the data offered as proof that Jesus 
was an historical character; likewise the chief arguments 
presented by those who deny such historicity and to observe 
some answers to these negative arguments; also to show,in 
some measure, the kind of Character. Jesus was. 
Introduction 
I. Purpose to examine evidence of belief in the Historical 
Jesus. 1·· 
A. Evidences. 
1. Scriptural. 
2. Non-scriptural. 
II. The practical importance seen in new emphases on Jesus 
in modern Christianity. 1. 
III. It is not a ridiculous question. 1. 
Main Body of the Thesis: 
I. The Evidence for the historical Jesus •. 3. 
A. Evidence of early writers outside the canon. 3. 
1. Material is scanty. 
2. Testimony found in Roman writers. 
a. Tacitus. 
b. Suetonius. 
c. Pliny. 
3. Testimony of Jewish writings. a. 
a. The Talmud. 9. 
b. Tol 1doth Yeshu. 10. 
c. Antiquities of Josephus. 10. 
4. Testlhmony of Agrapha, Apocrypha, and 
Apostolic Fathers. 12. 
5. Value of the testimony to the historicity 
of Jesus. 
a. Not contradictory. 
b. As valid as evidence for other characters 
not questioned. 
B. Pauline evidence for the historicity of Jesus. 16. 
1. Genuineness of the letters. 
a. External Evidence. 
( 1) Clement. 
(2) Marcion. 
(3) Ignatius. 
b. Internal evidence. 
(1) No marks of being written by a 
17. 
pseudonymous person. 18. 
(2) The minute details of biography 
naturally given. 
(3) Paul's pers~nality rings true. 
. ~ L---2. The knowledge of Jesus betrayed in the letter. 19. 
a. Few references to birth, suffering, cruci-
fixion and resurrection. 20. 
b. Not necessary for Paul to give more in his 
age. 
• 
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c. Paul had had intimate reaations with 
the uaster t s disciples. 21. 
d. Not likely that Paul ?rould deliberately 
create the character of Jesus. 
3·. Charges against Pauline evidence. 
22. 
23. 
a. No adequate proof for denial of authenticity. 
b. Some hold that the lettet•s are a result of 
reworking. 
c. Paul's Christianity said to be nothing more 
than an Adonis cult. 
4. Conclusion - Historicity of Jesus vras a prerequis.ite 
to Paul's Christian life and work. 
c. 1~e evidence for Jesus in the Synoptic Gospels. 24. 
1. Radicals contend that gospels are worthless. 
2. Examination of evidence for genuimeness of gospels. 
a. Internal proof. 25. 
b. External proof. 27. 
3. The historical connection in which gospel materials 
took shape. 30. 
a. The Synoptic Problem. 
b. Approximate dates of Gospels. 
c. The setting. 
4. The testimony concerning Jesus. 
a. Representation of Jesus realistic. 
(1) Especially in earlier stages of 
tradition. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
(2) Jesus does not make the impression 
on contemporaries that later writers 
would have wished. 
(3) Some things not creditable to Jesus 
were recorded. 
b. Jesus historicity never doubted by early 
critics. 
c. Further evidence of Jesus' existence may 
37. 
be revealed in character of teaching. 37. 
d. Existence of group of believers is a stnong 
argument. 39. 
5. Conclusion - The historical Jesus is necessary 
to the new religion- Christianity. 40. 
D. Gospel of John of no vital importance to discussion. 41. 
1. Historical character too much a matter of debate. 
2. It adds nothing of vital importance. 
II. Portraits of Jesus. 
A. Even though Jesus' historicity established question 
still remains, what kind of a character do we have. 
B. Specific pictures. 
1. Traditional Jesus. 
a. Chief emphasis here on his divinity. 
b. Result a miracle working, pre-existent 
all-knowing Christ. 
44. 
46. 
2. The Jesus of the R~dical Critic. 48. 
a. Created by application of scientific-
historical methods to gospels and re-
ligious l!terature. 
b. Characteristic Pictures. 
(1) The Mythical Jesus. 49. 
(2) '.I.' he Jesus of the Pathographer. 55. 
(3) The purely human Jes11s • 60. 
3. The Jesus of the liberal theologian. 61. 
a. The supernatural elements of gospel story 
not considered fundamental. 
b. Not supernatural in traditional sense- God-
consciousness a growth. 
oummary 
I. Historical Evidence valid. 64. 
A. Extra-canonical evidence bears out gospel records.64. 
B· Pauline works historical and based on historical figure. 
c. Gospels are historical documents. 
1. Substantiated by lnternal and external evidence. 
II. Bortraits of Jesus. 66. 
A. Depend on point of view. 
1. Supernatural where emphasis pot oh supernatural 
elements of gospels. 
B. More human where documents are viewed critically. 67. 
III. Evidence while scanty as complete as might be expected.67. 
JESUS THE HISTCRIGAL. 
Introduction. 
The purpose of such an exposition as this is to 
set forth some data as a reasonable basis for acceptance 
of' be lief in the existence of e..n hiE' t oricul Jesus. 
Recognizing that traditional faith is not valid evidence, 
we ~pproach the problem by an attempt at a fair minded 
examination of the chief documents, both scriptural and 
non-scriptural, setting forth the figure of Jesus. In 
this presentation we sho.ll be critical observing the 
1. 
chief arguments purporting to disqualify the best evidence. 
The· practical importance of ~uch a consideration is 
evident When one thinks of the place of Jesus in modern 
Christianity, which is becoming more increasingly Christ-
acentric. ~orne of the chief emphases of the Reformation 
were Pauline so far as their sources were concerned, 
likewise much of the authority of Modern Christianity 
has been found in the Old Testament. Today the cry is 
"Back to Christ." Jesus becomes our chief' authority for 
the character of God. All of this gives us a fresh interest 
in the question of the Historical Jesus. 
Some may think it ridiculous to raise the question 
• 
2. 
of Jesus' historicity, but the very ract that scholars do 
raise this question, and mean to be taken seriously, 
causes us to go into the matter deeply to see what grounds 
there are for our belief or these doubts. Drews says 
"since David Frederick ~trauss in his 'Lire of Jesus 1 
attempted ror the rirst time to trace the gospel stories 
and accounts or miracles back to myths and pious fictions, 
doubts regarding the existence or an historical Jesus have 
1. 
never been lulled to rest.u He adds that it has been 
reserved to the present day (1910) to attain to more 
startling results. 
As we have no eye witness who ever saw Jesus, and 
we do not possess the written statement o:r anyone who did, 
we are rorced to rely upon such records of his activities 
as seem from the most careful examination to be reliable. 
some or this evidence is indirect or what is usually called 
circumstantial. It is quite generally agreed that circum-
\ 
stantial e~idence is adrniss4ble when the circumstances are v 
so related to each other as to convince a reasonable man. 
The most important element involved is the examination of 
the various records. There are so many technical ~estions 
here that no untrained person could be competent to offer 
1. nrews-The Christ Myth p.7. 
an opinion as to What may be relied upon, we must there~ore 
make use o~ the most expert testimony we can ~ind. 
In criticizing the sources we ~ind we have a double 
task; ~irst, to ascertain what the sources are, ~rom what 
time they date, ~rom whom they come; and second, to ~arm 
an opinion as to their value. we shall now consider the 
evidence. 
The evidence ~or the historical Jesus. 
A. Evidence o~ early writers outside the canon. 
we are somewhat embarassed at the scantiness o~ 
material which we ~ind when we search early writings ~or 
proo~ o~ Jesus' earthly existence, and yet a~ter due de-
liberation, we are not surprised. To us, who live almost 
2,000 years a~ter Jesus, his li~e because o~ the resulting 
movement o~ Christianity is the greatest event o~ all time, 
but we must remember that in the early days it was important 
only to the Qnristians themselves, and that the rest o~ the 
people o~ the Roman world looked upon Christianity as just 
an insigni~icant. sect within Judaism itsel~, not worthy o~ 
mentio~The secular historians had no interest in writing 
about the various religions o~ the time unless the adherents 
were particularly hostile to the state, there~ore the casual 
... 
4. 
Roman observers did not perceive any necessity for treatment 
of the Christians whose attitude was about the same as the 
Jewish position and the Jews for some time had been viewed 
with suspicion for refusal to identify themselves with 
1. 
Roman society. 
2. Testimony found in Roman writers. 
'l'hough the references here are few, they are worthy 
of our attention. Burkitt would give to Tacitus the honor 
of being the only one, independently of Christian tradition, 
to give us any information about the li~e and career of 
2. 
Jesus of Nazareth. More recent writers have mentioned 
others, some of whom we will consider later, but Tacitus 
at least seems to bear unequivocal testimony to the 
existence of the Jesus of go spe 1 history even though by 
his testimony he shows his unfriendliness toward the 
Christians. Rheas says .. The Roman's scornful judgment fail-
ed to grasp the nature and power of the movement whose 
unpopularity invited Nero's lying accusation, yet it 
emphasizes the significance of him who did not strive, 
nor cry, nor cause his voice to be heard in the street, 
whose influence, nevertheless, was working as leaven 
3. 
throughout the empire... A translation of Tacitus' 
1. case-Historicity of Jesus p.242. 
2. Burkitt-Earliest oources for the Life of Jesus p.l. 
3. Rheas·-The Life of Jesus of Nazareth p. 3. 
• 
definite statement in his Annals written about 115-117 
reads thus: 
"The originator of that name, one Christus, 
had been executed in the reign of Tiberius br, 1 order of the administrator- Pontius Pilate.' • 
5. 
Here Pontius Pilate occupies the same place that he ooou:- '. 
pies in the church's creed, he marks the date of the 
Crucifixion. 
Before we can accept this as proof of Jesus' exist-
ence we must determine whetner it can be con4idered as a 
genuine part ·of the original author's work, or whether it 
is an interpolation by the hands of some Christian copier. 
Hochart, one French scholar, who is very skeptical would 
assign not only the sentence and chapter here in question 
but a much greater port ion of the Annals to the pen1'.of 
Poggio Bacciolini who brought to the light our most impor-
2. 
tant manuscript of the annals• Hochart, with his extreme 
skepticism, has failed to win any substantial following. 
The definite arguments against the genuineness of 
the statement quoted above are: that in writing of Tiber-
ius, Tac~tus would have been expected to use the word 
v 2 princeps and not imperitante, and also in writing - per v 
procuratarem Pontium Pilatum· no statement is given as to 
where he is procurator. In regards to the first, while we 
1. Tacitus-Annals 15:44 - From Burkitt op.cit. p.l. 
2. case-op.oit. p.247. 
•• 
6. 
might haV& expected him to we the term princeps we can 
not prove that he did, or that he would not have used 
imperitante, for this same word is found in other of 
his writings. The second contention - per procuratorem 
Pontium Pilatum - is thought to need some explanation as 
to where Pilate was governor, but a sentence follows close-
ly saying that the malady sprang from Judea. 
If we do accept these as genuine we have yet to prove 
that they are independent of gospel tradition. we know that 
the gospel tradition had taken form by the year 115 A.D. 
and had been broadcast over the Roman empire. Case does not 
-,J think that Tacitus reliability suffers in any way by admitt1ng 
that he may have had his information from current Christian 
1. 
tradition, but Klausner thinks that Tacitus would have had 
greater value if written earlier than 75 years after the 
2. 
event. 
The Roman historiB. n ~uetonius (65-135) is very obscure 
in his reference to Christianity. In his lives of the 
Twelve Caesars, from Julius Caesar to Domitian, (written 
about 120 A.D.) he says that Claudius ubanished from 
Rome the Jews who made great tumult because of Chrest us. •• 
We know that the names Chrest us and Chris tus have been 
confused, but we are sure too that Jesus could not have 
1. case-op.cit. p.249. 
2. Klausner-Jesus of Nazareth p.60. 
3. Claudius 25 Cited by Klausner op. cit. p.60. 
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7. 
been in the city of Rome at the time of Claudius, yet the 
natural meaning of 1 impulsore Chresto 1 is that a disturbance 
was caused by a Jew named Chrestus, living in Rome at this 
time. "It is also possible that Suetonius did not distinguifh 
sharply the difference between Jews and Christians, and knew 
so little of the situation as to make his reference to it 
1. 
thus unintelligible." Klausner after quoting Graetz 
(Geshicte der Juden III, 423 n.3) who supposes that "Christus'' 
was an apostle o~ Christian teacher, says "If we suppose 
with Graetz that Suetonius here refers to a Christian teach-
er, the fact that only twenty years after the death of Jesus 
there were to be found Christian apostles, and teachers, is 
itself proof not only of his existence, but also of the 
2. 
important effect of his personal influence." 
~uetonius also has a statement to the effect that 
Nero punished the Christian! who were adherents bf a new 
and odious superstition. This is easily understood and can 
be accepted more readily than the former reference because 
we are familiar with N~ro's persecution of the Christians. 
Pliny, governor of Bithynia, adds something to our 
knowledge of the spread of Christianity in his time. In 
112 A.D. he writes to Trajan telling the results of an 
investigation of the Christians which he carried on at the 
1. case-op.cit. p.246. 
2. Klausner-op.cit. p.61. 
!J 
•· 
8. 
orders of the l!.mperor. I! The chief point. o.L 1ntrerest in 
Pliny's report is the statement that he had heard in the 
course of his inquiries, first of all from heathen souroes, 
that the Christians neither sacrificed to the gods, nor yet 
offered incense to the Emperor, and that they refused, when 
bidden,' to curse Christ us'; and, secondly, from the Christ-
ians themselves upon examination, that they·held early 
morning and evening meetings, at the former of which they 
sang songs of praise to ~nrist 'as i~ to a god'(quasi deo), 
and made holy vows, and at the latter partook of c ornmon 
1. 
meals." This seems to show that Christianity had gained 
a strong foothold in the regions governed by Pliny. Drews 
objects to using this as evidence of Jesus, stating that 
"Jesus as an historical person is not once mentioned in the 
2. 
whole letter. 11 Other writers pronounce the passage to be 
a Christian interpolation, but critical opinion at present 
is in favor of holding to its authenticity. Almost every 
life of Jesus, which treats of the extra-canonical.sources, 
includes Pliny along with suetonius and Tacitus, as furnish-
ing us a few items of importance. 
3. Testimony of Jewish writings. 
we would naturally expect a fuller treatment from 
1. Thorburn- Jesus the Christ p. 128. 
2. Drews- op.cit. p. 233. 
9. 
Jewish writings of the period, but here again we are dis-
appointed. The Talmud, a body of Jewish Civil and Canon-
ical law not in the Pentateuch, was in process of forma-
tion at the time Jesus lived, so we might expect to find 
in it some reference to Jesus. There are many statements 
that have been interpreted as refarring to Jesus, but most 
of them must be ruled out, then too the rest have little 
historical value "since they partake of the nature of vitup-
1. 
eration and pQI.emic against the fotmder of a hated party. 11 
However agter careful analysis of the oldest manuscripts, 
Klausner is of the opinion that : 
"There are reliable statenents in the Talmud 
to the ef@ect that Jesus' name was Yeshu'a of 
Nazareth, that he practiced sorcery and beguiled 
and led Israel astray; that he mocked at the words 
of the wise; that he expoundEd the Scriptures in 
the same manner as the Pharisees; that he had five 
disciples; that he said that hewas;mot come to take 
aught away from the Law or to add to it; that he 
was hanged as a false teacher and beguiler on the 
eve of the Passover, which happened on the ~bbath 2 • 
and that his disciples healed the sick in his name." 
There are other references which do not stand the 
test of his tcr ical or it icisrn even to the extent that the 
above do, but even they seem to have s orne value for us. 
If Jesus never lived, ar there had been apy question of 
his existence, Why did the enemies of the Christians 
admit his existence and confine their opposition to 
1. Klausner-op.cit. P• 18-19. 
2. Op.Cit. p. 46. 
... 
• 
10. 
denying the claims of his unusual superiority which were 
advanced by the Christians? "It is a notorious fact that 
no Jewish teacher, or writer, has ever questioned the 
existence of the Jesus of the Gospels. In all their bit-
terest controversies with the Christians, throughout the 
last eighteen centuries and more, no Rabbi has even sug-
1. 
gested that Jesus was. not an historical character.u 
A superficial reading of the Toledoth Jehhu, 
(Origens of Jesus) shows that it is noth4ng but foilore 
in which are woven Talmudic legends and g~ pel accounts. 
The book contains no history but it has a value which may 
be described as historical, for in it nothing in the 
gospels was denied, it was only perverted into a so,~ce 
of ridicule. 
In addition, the works of Josephus and Philo are 
the only other Jewish writings to be preserved, and 
Philo in his Therapeutes does not once refer to the 
Christians. In Josephus' book, 'The Antiquities of the 
Jews', written during the last decade of the first cen-
tury, we may find only two references to Jesus, and these 
have not been considered reliable even by Christ~n 
scholars, largely because of the manifest additions made 
by later Christian copyists. Klausner, however, takes 
1. Thoburn- op.cit. p.l49. 
'.a_ 
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11. 
the position that while a portion is unreliable a portion 
1. 2. 
can be accepted, and Thorburn is of the same opinion. 
The bracketed wards in the following are considered to 
have been added to the original text. 
Now there was about this time Jesus, a wise 
Man (if it be lawful to call hi~ a man). For 
he was a doer of wonderful works, a teacher of 
such men as receive the truth with pleasure. He 
drew over to him both many of the Jews and many 
of the Gentiles. (He was the Messiah) and when 
Pilate at the suggestion of the principal men among 
us, had condemned him to the cross, thosethat loved 
him at the first ceased not (for he appeared to 
them alive again the third day as the divine 
Phophets had foretold these and ten thousand 
other wonderful things concerning him); and the 
race of Christians~ so named fron him, are not 
extinct even now. • 
Josephus writing as a Pharisee, for the sake of the 
Romans, would not have wanted to say anything either fav-
orable or detailed about Jesus rnr about the Christians. As 
this would not have been to the liking of ~bristians who 
copied the writings, they added to them. Rhees thinks that 
Josephus could not have been ignorant of Jesus, but after 
giving such an appreciative notice of John the Baptist 
(Ant. xvlli 5.2 ) he could not have mentioned Jesus more 
fully without mme approval of his life and teaching. This 
would be a condemnation of his own people, whom he desired 
to commend to Gentile regard; he seems to have taken the 
cowardly course of silence concerning a rre.tter which was 
1. Op. cit. p.57. 
2. Op. cit. p.95. 
3. Ant. xviii 3.3( Klausnar op. cit. p.56 ). 
12. 
more noteworthy even for that generation than much Alse of 
1. 
which he writes very fully. 
The second mention by Josephus of Jesus says: 
"~o he (Ananus) assembled the sanhedrin of 
judges and brought before them the brother of 
Jesus, the so-called Christ, whose name was 
James, and some others. And when he had formed 
an accusation against them as breakers of the 
law he delivered them to be stoned. 11 2• 
In the opinion of Klausner there is no doubt that this 
is genuine. He quotes Reville who rightly urges that no 
Christian would write of Jesus 'who was called the Messiah; 1 
3. 
such an interpolation would be ·ov·erdone. 
It must be admitted that we do not learn much from 
these fr~gmentary statements, but at least we have confirmed 
the existence of Jesus and his brother James, that he had 
been a doer of wonderful w~ks, a teacher, and had been 
condemned to the cross by Pilate. 
4. Testimony of Agrapha, Apocrypha, and Apostolic Fathers. 
we have a group ot aayings called the Agrapha or 
words of Jesus outside the gospels. Of these, wernle says 
"There is hardly one which could enrich our knowledge or 
Jesus, to say nothing of the uncertaintt that they are 
1. Rhees- op.cit. p. 22. 
2. Ant. xx.9.1. Cited by Case - op. cit. 250-251. 
3. Op. cit. p.59. 
• 
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1. 
really his." nellhausen and Julicher as well as most 
reputable scholars regard them all as spurious, so it 
is inadvisable to make use of them. 
13. 
The apocryphal gospels are all later than the Canon-
ical, and are filled with legends showing the childlike 
faith of Christian bodies from the second century onward. 
There is no historical value for us in them, because if 
they did contain a germ of truth it would be impossible 
to find it in the mass of legend. 
A distinction might be made between the apocryphal 
gospels and the uncanonical such as the gospel of Peter, 
of the Egyptians, of the Hebrews, and of the Ebionites, 
but even these, though containing more of the truth than 
the apocryphal gos~els must be handled with care because 
since they were banished from the canon, they have not 
been preserved carefully. 
The apostolic Fathers offer us little about the 
life of Jesus, but the very fact, that they take the 
iJeality of his earthly existence for granted, in this 
respect, following the current Christian tradition, is 
valuable. 
1. wernle-~ources for bnr knowledge for the Life of Jesus 
p. g. 
MM'iitr't'WWrm· reenwt¥nt'tnrtr'f2:W'Trtr 'it' :tt wn nrmrrwr r 
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14. 
B· Value of the testimony to historicity of Jesus. 
1. Not contradictory to Jesus historicity. 
To sum up what we have learned from these extra-
canonical sources, we find that we have acquired but two 
things; (a) we have learned something of the period and 
environment in which Jesus lived, something of the polit-
ical conditions, and some of the religious and ethical 
ide.as which prevailed; (b )Though this is secondary and 
fragmentary, we can conclude from it that Jesus lived and 
died in Judea during the Roman occupation and that he 
had an exceptional personality. ''.all this stands out firm 
and irrefutable and there is no solid foundation for the 
1. 
doubts of Bauer, Kalthoff and Drews .·• 
2. As valid as evidence for other characters 
not questioned. 
Here may we say that the evidence for Jesus about 
which we have gone into detail above, is fully as valid as 
the evidence which we have for other characters hot usually 
questioned. Socrates is an example of this, and here is 
Rousseau's .1udgment about the two in his Emile. 
"Shall we say that the gospel story is a work of 
imagination? Friend, that is not how one invents; the 
facts about Socrates, which no one doubts, are not so 
1. Klausner- Jesus of Nazareth p.7o. 
• 
well atteated as those about Jesus Christ ••••• 
It would be more incredible that four men should 
have agreed to manufacture this book than that 
there was a single m9:n who supplied the subject-
matter for it. No Jewish authors could have hit 
upon its tone or its morality; the gospel has 
notes of reality ~ich are so great, so striking, 
so absolutely inimitable, that their inventor 
would bi a more· astonishing person than their 
hero." 
15. 
(In regard to the question that Socrates existence 
has not been doubted, it Should be noted that a recent 
philosopher, Will Durant in an article written for the 
American Magazine has doubted the historicity of Socrates 
but how far this is being accepted, I am mot able to say.) 
Moffatt, though he admits that an expert would have put 
the matter more cauti~1sly than Rousseau has done, never-
theless concludes '~ Rousseau •••• has summed up by antic-
ipation in these wards the position on which sound crit• 
2. 
icism of the gospels is steadily converging. we 
would add with Klausner that those who deny his (Jesus) 
very existence and tae great importance of his person-
3. 
ality must deny all historic reality. 
1. Moffa~The approach to the New Testament p.l67. 
2. op.cit. p.l67. 
3. op. cit. p.7o. 
16. 
B. Paul's Testil'llony in regard to Jesus' Historicity. 
1. The genuineness of the letters. 
The earliest Christian literature wh:i.ch '''e h!'we 
handed dovm to us }s the group of letters co]11)nonly at-
tributed to St.. Paul, as v1ritten to the various churches 
which he founded on his missionary journeys. Vlhile it is 
very generally accepted that these letters are those of 
Paul, nevertheless their genuineness has been questioned, 
so it is best that before t're see what evidence they con-
tain concerning the historical Jesus, we shall estimate 
such facts hoth external and internal which are s1ibmi ttec'l 
in their favor. 
The external evidence is slight hnt not to be cast 
out for that reason, B.lthough it is readily cast aside 
by those '7ho 1~rant to deny the genuineness of the letters. 
Clement of Rame, writing to the Corinthians in the last 
decade of the first centt'lT'y A. D. (ahont 95) says, "Take 
up the epistle of the blessed apostle Paul. Hhat did he 
•rrrite to you at the time •1hen the gospel first began to 
be preached? Truly under the inspiration of the spirit, 
he wrote to you concerning himself, an~ Cephas, and 
Apollos, because even then parties had been formed Hmong 
1. 
you." This refers undoubtedly to I Corinthians. 
1. Clement 47:1 (Translation by Hayes-Paul and his Epistle 
p. 225). 
.UD·--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17. 
Marcion mentions Paul, giving him the place, too, of 
1. 
being his main scriptural authority. Ignatius, also, 
seems to be well acquainted with Paul's letters though 
this evidence is leAs specific. JToffatt auotes, "Ignatius 
must have known this epistle by heart", referring to 
2. 
I Corinthians. 
This extra-biblical evidence is slight, still we 
can consiner ourselves fortunate that we have this much. 
In the early days 1"Th8n manuscripts were TVri tten so labor-
iously, few 1rere nade, and it was easy to destroy them. 
Rival schools often destroyed each others books con~equent-
ly, as some authors have said, "every manuscript was at 
the mercy of the least accidents; its preservation or 
destruction was merely a matter of chance." 
But this external evidence, convincing as it may 
seem to some (i.n~spite of its slightnesR) is nevertheless 
cast aside as spurious by those ~·tho deny the genuiness of 
Paul's letters; so if we ~auld present any proof to them 
it nust come from considerations based on the content of 
the literature itself. One question we must ask ourselves 
is--Vlere t:r:.ese lettFrs vrritten b~r Paul or do they seem to 
be written hy an impers~nator? van l!anen leads the extreme 
Dutch critics, saying that all Pauline epistles are pseud-
1. case P .179 
2. Hoffatt-An Introduction to the Litr-rat11re of the Nf!w 
Testament-P. 115. 
=n = 
·-
a 
. e~pigraphic, and merely express views of a second century 
1. 
champion. Vlhen a book is written by a pseudonymous per-
son, he will make the character of the person j mpers onateo 
have the point of view of himself, and of Lis age in which 
he is then 1 i vine:. He would hardly put into the mouth of 
his hr:ro, ideas such as are dis creai ted at the time he is 
18 . 
writing, and as the eschatology of Paul was nr't in good re-
pute at a little later date, it seems tore a fine piece 
of internal evidence which vre can accept in favor of Paul 
being the author. 
Again the minute details of biograph;.r are given 
naturally-not artifically nor st~ffly, as would be the 
case if invented. Of co11rse they are meager and do not 
give us the t7hole llfe o:· Paul but we would agree with 
case who thinks that the vPry incompleteness of the st. ory 
~. 
is a credent:; al for the genuineness o'f: tl:..e letteJ."8. 
Gl T':rer c Jncur::-- il:.c :Ln thiP sentiment says that the many 
gaps, needless references to unknown persons, and the con-
stant occupation with questions which we can only dimly 
dis cmrer from his anS1'·1ers; all hear testimony to their stamp 
of genuineness. A novel or collection of letters wri t1,en 
.3. 
merely for general reading would not be like this. 
The personality of Paul that we see revealed in his 
1. case p. 52-note 1. 
2. case pp. 184-185 
3. Glover-The Jesus of History-p. 8. 
r-··------------------------------------------------------------
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writing seems to ring true to reality. We see, passing 
through the range of human experience, .an actual person, 
emotional-now on the heights, novr in the depths-, now 
condemning, now flattering, influenced b;r his own exper-
iences, hut through it all doing a particularly vital 
piece of work in propagating a new religion. Such a 
character could hardly have been created by a later 
writer. "Norden, in his Kunstprose says there is much 
in Paul that he does not understand but he catches in 
him again after three hundred years that note of life 
that marks the great li.terature of Greece. That is not 
easily forged. Luther and Erasmus '!H"re rir,ht when they 
said--each of them has said it however it happened--that 
1. 
Paul"Spoke pur<=> flame." So we would agree 1··ith case 
that in view of the above, "the historicity of Paul, and 
the genuineness of the principal PRuline letters are 
19. 
supported by the data of both external and internal testj-
2. 
mony." 
Granting the authenticity of the ma,j or Pauline 
letters we would expect, in vievr of the feet. that Paul is 
the earliest literary witness to Christianity, to learn 
much of the person and 1 ife of Jesus. But we are doomed 
to disappointment; the references are few, and same ~ho do 
1. Glover-op.cit.p.s. 
2. case-op.cit.p.l90. 
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20. 
not doubt the:> authenticity of the Pauline letters, ne~erthe­
less, have not bePn able to find in his letters any evidence 
the. t he knew of and ore ached a Jesus who had lived. Dre1>rs 
goes to the extreme in saying "no one v;ould find such a per-
son in them if that belief was n0t previously established in 
1. 
him." Is Paul so completely silent'? Let us examine his 
letters closely to determine 1'1bB.t facts or data he gives us 
in regard to Jesus. 
We find a reference to his birth in the natural way, 
3. 
also that he came of the line of David, we learn of his 
5. 
2. 
4. 
life of obedience, his poverty, his meekness and gentle-
7. 
the crucifixion, 
6. 
ness, which be came Paul's cornerstone 
s. 
for interpret at ion, the resurrect. jon, 
g. 
r~s,~rectiop appearances, 
the 
10. 
teaching of Jesus in regard to divorce, then a few 
other references which show a knovrledge of general teachings 
11. 
and events in the life of Jesus- also a specific event, 
namely the last meal 17i th his disciples, and the betrayal. 
Scanty though these are, we can draw from them that Paul 
kne~ of a human Jesus, born of a Jewish mother, s1~fered, 
crucified and was seen after death. N~t very much bnt 
nevertheless, we cannot draw from Paul's ser:mj_ng silence 
that he, knew' nothing :more !rhere 1>ras no need of his telling 
more. 
1. Drews-The Christ hlyth-p.208. 
2. Gal.4:4. 
3. Rom.l:3. 
4. Rom.~:l9,Phil.2;5-ll. 
5. II Cor.8:9 
6. II Cor.l&:L 
7 • I Cor , 2 : 2 • 
8 • Gal • 1 : 1. 
9. I Cor. 15:3-8. 
10. I Cor. 7:10-11. 
11. I Cor. 7:12,25,9:14, 
I'l'hes. 4:15. 
12. I Cor. 11:23 ff. 
12. 
21. 
He 1.1as talking to people r.'he were near enough to the timeof, 
Jesus to knov.: about his personal life. Paul seems to be 
primarily interested not in the facts of Jesus' life but 
rather in showing to his comrerts the greater meaning of 
his life, death and resurrection. 
Paul ~as living in an age vrhen the people who lived, 
andwalked and talked with Jesus were still living. After 
his conversion, he had stayed in Damascus vrith the Christ-
ians thrrre, some who had been considered 1vorthy enough to 
demand his attention as a persecutor. He went up to 
Jerusalem and Barnabas took him to see Peter and the other 
disciples-they must have talked about Jes,ls because Paul 
would want to know about the one who had so graciously 
saved him. Paul worken in Antioch, and on his first 
missionar~r ,i011rney, with B~rnabas who seems to have been 
intimately acquainted \'lith the first disciples. This would 
hnve made it impossible for r'aul to mistake the primitive 
belief in an anthropomorphized God for belief in an act,lal 
1. 
historical person, Thorburn says, "these visits and con-
ferences vri th his brother apostles alone preclude our 
taking St. Paul 1 s references to the life and death and 
2. 
tenching of Jesus in any m:crthical or merely ideal sense." 
Paul himself tells the Corinthians, he delivered to them 
1. case opTcit.p.l97. 
2.0p.c5.t.p.92. 
3. I Cor.ll~23. 
l. 
what he received. 
22. 
Another possibility presents itself. Paul has been 
accused of deliberately creatlng this historical character. 
It. seems strange though and hardly to be beliEwed that he 
would engage in such serious disputes as he had with the 
legalists- and worry about their undoing his work, v1hen 
their claim that they had beRn personally acquainted ~·:j_th 
Jesus was all a fairy tale. 
Then too, can it be imagined Paul said, "In prisons 
more abundantly, in stripes above meas,Jre, in death oft-of 
the Jews five times received I forty stripes save one, 
thrice I suffered shipwreck, a night and a day have I been 
in the deep, in j ourneyings often, in perils of rivers, 
in perils of robbers, in perils fre>m my country men, in 
perils fran the Gentiles, in pr-~rils in the city, in perils 
in the wilderness, in perils in the sea, in perils amonr, 
false brethren, in labor and travail, in watchings often, in 
hunger an~ thirst, in fastings often, in cold an~ nakedness, 
a:1d besides these things which arP: '''i tho,.tt there is that 
.1~2. 
which presseth upon me daily, anxiety for all the churcheS'. 
Could ·it ·be imagined that any one '"'ould r,o through all this 
for a mere fictitious Christ that he had created out of his 
imagination? It is hardly possible. 
Those who deny the historicity of rresus seem to think 
1. I Cor.ll:23. 
2. II Cor, 11:24-27. cf. I Cor. 4~9-1 3. 
• 
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23. 
it necessary to ass1une that Paul's letters nre spurious-
but tney do not bring forth definite proof that they are, 
again thPre are those who think that the letters are histor-
ical but. that they have been worked over hy the Chr•istians 
later, and that all the passages that point to an histe1rical 
Jes·Js are interpolations. (This sho,.rs as Case says the con-
1. 
venient elasticity oft he 9ritica1 method.) . Drews attempts 
to explain Paul's Christianity thus-Paul had hPard of a 
Jewish sect God, in Tarsus. It was none other than a 
Judaized and spiritualiz~d Adonis cult. Paul opposed it 
but snddenl;r received enlightPnment. The dying Adonis be-
came the self-sacrificing God, surrendering his life .for 
2. 
the world. 'l'his is too hip:hl;r fanciful ann has too many 
omissions to bear much weight. 
we feel that in view of the abo1re testimony we can 
draw 'this impor'tant conclusion. 'l'houe-)1 the testimony is 
restricted it is very clear-Pa,ll is a genuine personality, 
and the historicity of Jesns is a prerequisite to his 
3. 
Christian li.fe and w~rk. While the apostle freely inter-
preted, and at times n0 doubt greatly idealizeci. the person 
of Jesus, ther.:: never was a ti 1e ·vhPn to deny the reality of 
Jesus would not havf> been a fatal shock to Paul's entire 
interpretive scheme. 
1. case-op.cit.p.?3. 
2. Drews op.cit.-p.lS?-199. 
3. case op.cit.-p.200. 
... 
24. 
a. !he evidence for Jesus in the ~ynoptic Gospels. 
1. Radicals contend that the gOOP3 ls are worthless. 
we turn now to the Canonical gospels which are consid-
ere-d- by many authorities the primary souces in gifting us 
knowledge of the life and teachings of Jesus, though there 
are some who feel that they are too prejudiced to be as 
worthwhile as the extra-canonical evidence. In consideration 
of the fact that John presents a (different problem th~n ) 
Matthew, Mark, and Luke, we will focus our attention for the 
present on these three which are usually called the l::l.-ynoptic· 
Gospels. 
To be sure, a school of radicals, of which Bruno Bauer 
is a typical representative, would set aside all these 
gcs pels as being worthless and entirely unhistorical. Bauer 
rejected Mark saying that it could be explained on purely 
literary grounds, and of course, accepting the proposition 
that Matthew and Luke were expamsions of Uark, it followed 
that they too must be rejected. So for Bauer and h~ follow-
ers, these canonical gospels, instead of proving Jesus' 
' 1. 
hiS tor ici ty, rather deny his existence. 
2. Examination of evidence, for genuineness of gospels. 
What answer can be given to these radicals? Have we 
proof to offer that is strong enough to make reasonable a 
belief in the authenticity of the gospels themselves? 
1. ~chweitzer-The Quest of the Historical Jesus p.l37-160. 
~·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
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a. Internal Proof. 
First let us turn to the gospels themselves. Here we 
do not find a great deal. Not one of them, far instance, 
mentions an·. author as Peter is mentioned in the false gospel 
of Peter. Apart from the tradit~on which grew up - it would 
never have occurred to anybody that Uatthew the publican 
had written our gospel of Matthew, or the gcspel of Mark 
had been written by the companion of Paul and Barnabas on 
their mission. 
we are glad that Luke, foll:owing the Greeks, has 
given us his aim and plan, but even here we are not told 
the name or origin of the writer himself. He says: 
Forasmuch as many have taken in hand to draw up a 
narrative concerning those matters which have been 
fulfilled among us, evan as they delivered them unto 
us, who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and 
ministers of the word, it seemed good to me also, 
having traced the course of all things accurately 
from the first, to write unto thee in order, most 
excellent Theophilus, that thou mightest know the cer-
tainty concerning the things wherein thou wast instruct-
ed • .l. 
From these four verses we learn that there were three sta~es 
in the handing down of thE tradition; 1. the eyewitnesses 
who recorded by word of mouth what they had seen and heard, 
2. those who tried to preserve what they heard by writing 
it down, some mare accurately than others, 3. the author 
himself, who strives to select the best and arrange it in 
order. 
1. Luke 1:1-4 (b~andard American Revised version) 
... 
26. 
This lack of definite data seems to indicate genuine-
ness rather than otherwise, because in the case of pseud-
epig~phic writings, as was shown later, the authors thought 
to win a hearing by assigning them to the apostles. Various 
writers,from Tatian unto modern times, have tried to write 
a harmony of the gospels. This experience teaches us it 
cannot be done, not only because of conflicting data, and 
gaps in the stories, but also because of the disagreements 
in the time and place, when and where events oocurred.at 
first thought it would seem that these contradictions and 
omissions testify against the veracity of the gospel con-
tents; on more thorough consideration it appears that the 
authenticity is strengthened by the very discrepancies 
which appear. This makes the gospels true to life, true 
to the mature of the reports of the eyewitnesses for an 
euent. No two people see or report any experience the same. 
If they did, we would suspicion that they were writing 
according to pre-arranged agreement and not of things they 
had witnessed. Therefore these disagreements in dates, 
places, and details of story testify to the authenticity 
of the gospels ~ather than against them. 
when it comes to the internal evidence of the gospels 
·' ·~ 
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27. 
representatives of the rad1m.l movement, who commonly ignore· 
the esternal testimony to be considered below, lay great 
stress on the many passages to which they seem to find par-
allels· in the heathen literature of the day. But according-
to- Case, nNo amount of parallelism •••• disposes of the gen-
uineness of these writings unless it can be demonstrated thet 
the personal note, containad in them is not genuine, and that 
the idea or newness is itself fictitious" and then he con-
cludes 11 In general this radical rejection of the New Test• 
ament evidence seems to rest on unreliable grounds, and is 
not suff'iciently thoroughgoing to touch the heart. of the 
1. 
problem. 
No matter what the faults of the gospe.ls are, and 
we admit that there are traces occasionally of a Jesus 
that might have been drawn from folklore, nevertheless, 
these accounts present on the whole a Jesus who is 11 true 
2. 
to lifeil even though he "tower to heaven". Nowhere in 
all literature do we find the creation of a character who 
even approaches Jesus. 
b. External Proof. 
~everal writers of the second century whose relia~ 
bility is not successfully questioned bear· testimony to 
1. case-Historicity of Jesus- p.68'. 
2. Rittelrneyer-Behold the man-p.l35. 
28. 
the ex~ence of the gospels and the high place they held. 
Irenaeus, B:t:3hop of Lyons, in a book written about l85A.D. 
iS' the first to expound the doctrine of the necessity of the 
fourfold gospel. Although his reasons are fanciful, it shows 
that the four canonical g<E pels had a position entirely by 
1. 
themselves in his estimation. 
About the year 150, Justyn Martyr speaks of !!memoirs .. 
so he translates the word 'gospel' for readers who were not 
Christians - composed by the apostles of Jesus and their 
2. 
companions •" 
Tatian, a pupil of Justyn, thought the four gospels 
inconvenient and incorporated them into his Diatesaaron 
3. 
about 170 A.D. 
In the Muratorian Canon, the four gospels were ev-
idently enumerated at the beginning of the list of New 
4. 
Testament books. 
5. 
l:ltreeter in "The Four Gospels" gives us four pieces· 
of evidence which seem to have direct bearing on the origin 
and dates of the gospels. 
1. Ignatius, ihishop of Antioch, on his way to martyr-
dom at Rome (c. 115 A.D.) wrote seven letters. In them are w 
be found a dozen or more reminders of material found in the 
1. Hastings-Dictionary of Christ and the Gos
2
pels-p.l22. 
2. wernle-~ources for the life o~ Jesus-p.l • 
3. Hasting~-op.cit. p.l22. 
4. case-op.citl PP• 205-206. 
5. ~treeter- pp.7-17. 
29. 
~ynoptics. ~ome must be from Matthew, therefore it must 
have been a standard work before 115 A.D. 
2. Marcion put in his Canon our third gospel, thus 
by 140, Luke must have been a church classic of standing. 
3. Eusebius, Father of Church History, (c.325) had· 
a fortunate habit of quoting from authorities verbatim; 
his accuracy has been checked by those which survive, there-
fore justifying us in believing he can be trusted in regard 
to those which do not, He quotes from Papias, bishop of 
Hieropolis, fnom his Exposition of Oracles of the Lord. 
face 
"And the Elders said thE also - Mark having 
become the interpreter of Peter wrote down accur-
ately everything that he remembered, without how-
ever recording in order what was said or done by 
Ghrist. For neither did he hear the Lord, nor did 
he follow Him, but afterwards as I said, (attended) 
Peter who adapted his instructions to the need 
(of his hearers) but had no design of giving a 
connected account of the Lord's oracles. So then 
Mark made no mistake while he thus wrote dov n 
some things as he remembered them, for he made 
it his one care not to omit anything that he 
heard or to set daRn any false statement therein." 
we also have an interesting statement from the pre-
of Papias' work:"and again on any occasion when 
a person came in my way who had been a follower 
of the Elders, I would enquire about the discourses 
of the Elders, what was said by Andrew, or by 
Peter or by Philip, or by Thomas or James, or 
by John or Matthew or any other of the Lord 1 s 
disciples and what Aristion and the Elder John, 
the disciples of the Lord say." 
WM11tlttalt'tt!t't:rt*tf#errmnr '·nrzrmwr 
4. Eusebius adds a remark about Matthew - .. tso then 
Matthew composed the oracles ( r ~ ,Aoyt~ in the Hebrew 
language and each interpreted them as he could." 
3:>. 
From these considerations we are warranted in draw-
ing three conclusions; 1. the gee pels were in existence 
before the second century, 2. they had been canonized, ~ 
3. they had been given first place in the New Testament 
collect ion. 
3. The historical connection in which the 
gospel materials took shape. 
a. The b~noptic Problem. 
The first three gospels, because they are _all con-
structed on a common plan, and from first to last amid 
minor differences present the teaching and work of Jesus 
from the same point of view are called the bynoptic 
Gospels. 
After reading the gcspels we see because of the 
many likenesses on the one hand, and the many discrep-
ancies on the other, that the ~noptic Problem must deal 
with the questions: when were they written? which was 
written first? Did any one know of the existence of the 
others? what language were they written in? what sources 
did they use"! 
l 
31. 
A gre,at deal of research has been done on this question. 
There are many books which go into the matter in detail, but 
in our paper we feel that a summary of their results is all 
l. 
that is necessary. 
1. The two-source theory is almost universally accepted. 
2. Such evidence of dependence between them that the 
presumption is almost unavoidable that one,Mark, served ~s 
a source for the other two. 
3. All material may be grouped into two classifica-
tions, narratives and sayings. 
4. The narration of Matthew and Luke are so closely 
allied to Mark that inference is almost self-evident that 
they must have used as a source a gospel so similar to 
Mark that it could reasonably have been our Mark. 
5. Hence Mark is best adapted to be used as a source 
for the other two - is presumably the first or narrative 
source used by Matthew and Luke. 
6. 'J.he sayings or discourse material, forming a 
large common portion of Matthew and Luke, suggest the 
second source is a document made up mainly of sayings 
of Jesus and referred to by scholars as Q (from the 
German word, quelle, meaning sow ce). This second source 
gives us the well-known two-document theory. 
1. This summary is taken from Class Notes - ~"ynopt ic Gospels 
under Prof. Lowstuter in 1927. 
.. 
32. 
In addition to these two great sources, it would 
seem probable that Matthew and Luke had recourse to others 
from which they got material common to each. Harnack 
made a mistake by not allowing for other special sources 
in addition to the two main ones. 
It is not our purpose and intent to dognatize,and 
presume that all difficulties are settled by this theory, 
or to ind!er that no questions are left unsettled, or to 
assume that all such questions ever can or will be settled. 
Our design is just to give a resume of scholars in this 
field and to find a working hypothesis. This theory 
appeals to us as being the most reas enable yet off erred, 
as the one which removes most difficulties, answers most 
problems, leaves the smallest number of questions unan-
swered. 
So though no one our gospels is the immediate pro-
duct of an apostle, or other eyewitness, they are however 
based upon apostolic tradition, and at least the gospel 
of Mark which we have said is the oldest was written 
down while yet there were some living who had Seen and 
heard the historical Jesus • 
•·· 
33. 
b. Approximate dates of the gospels. 
Among the more conspicuous indications of Mark's date 
are references to the overthrow of the Jewish nation, and 
the destruction of the temple in the year 70 A.D. The 
Jewish revolution, though a thing of the past, was not very 
far away, so the authorities for the most part set the date 
of Mark soon after 70 A.D., although there are some who 
place it as early as 45 A.D., and others who make it as 
1. 
late as 130 A.D. In 'Mark 13:30, Jesus is supposed to 
have predicted the end of the world in his own generation. 
This would hardly have been invented after everybody of 
Jaus' generation had passed away, when history itself had 
proved it false. bo it presupposed a close chronological 
connection between Jesus and the writers of the tradition. 
~inca Matthew used Mark in substantially its present 
fo~~ it must have been later than 70 A.D. Ignatius knew 
of it so we can place it between 70 and 110 A.D. Here again 
our historical critics disagree. ~orne place it between 40 
and 50 A.D. - others as late as 140 A.D. Peake says , 
"Nothing forbids the view that th:is gospel may have been 
2. 
written toward the close of the first century. we feel 
that this is the most reasonable time to place it. 
1. Mo~fatt-op.cit. pp. 212-213. 
2. Peake-A Critical Introduction to the New Testament p. 123. 
34. 
It is thought that Luke used Mark, but was unacquaint-
ed with our Matthew. If that is the case, the date of the 
gospel must lie near the date of Hatthew. Von Soden favors 
this conclusion - "The want of acquaintance with the gospel 
of St. Luke shown in St. Matthew favours the assumption that 
1. 
the two gospels were .fairly contemporary in origin. 11 
c. ::letting. 
Mark, who is thougJ:t to be a Palestinian Jew, neverthe .. 
less has written his gospe 1 for the gehtiles, perhaps for 1h e 
Romans. Tradition contends it was written in Rome, though 
even tradition itself is not certain that in its original 
2. 
form it was written there. Mark presents ·Jesus as a Doer 
ofi deeds, one who rises triumphant over his enemies. 
Matthew, also a Palestinian Jew, writes for Jewish 
readers. Ris purpose is to give a historical and biogr~ph­
ical background, to prove the fulfilment of Old Testament 
prophecy, to prove that Jesus was the true Messiah. This 
was probably not written as a piece of literature, but to 
answer the demand for something about Jesus for the Jew. 
We have already stated the purpose of Luke, the 
beloved physician. He writes for gentile readers, attempt-
ing to show Jesus as a friend of publicans, sinners and a 
great humanitarian. 
1. von Soden-History of Early Christian Literature p.200. 
2. Class Notes. 
r=wr 
So we find that the heart of the S~noptic Gospel 
tradition took shape among Jesus' own cotmtry men, at 
a time when the new religious movement was being spon-
sored by leaders who claimed to have been personall¥ 
acquainted with Jesus. 
4. The testimony concerning Jesus. 
a. Representation of Jesus realistic. 
35. 
Though the synoptics be admitted genuine, what can 
be said of their claim to know a Jesus who lived histor-
ically? Certainly these documents contain historical 
details about a person who lived in this world, and left 
traces of himself; the origin~lity and ring of genuineness 
in his sayin~show this. Rittelmeyer feels this and remarks, 
"the record persuades us that we are confronted in it 
1. 
by an imposing human being fully alive." 'lne earliest 
£radition gives us a more realistic picture, The later 
tradition,taking shape when the risen Christ is being 
exalted, and when people were trying to make the earthly 
Jesus more consistent in their minds with such a divine 
personality, is not so realistic. 
Then too, according· to Mark, Jesus was not under-
stood by his contemporaries, by his family nor by the 
1. Op.cit. pp.l33-134. 
36. 
1. 
TWelve. Later writers and interpreters thought he should 
have made a greater impression, and so explained that it 
was because of the blindness of his followers that they 
faiaed to see the wonderful manifestations of his personal-
2. 
ity. If Jesus had been a mere figment of someone's imag-
ination a situation ~ould not have been created that had to 
be so carefully explained. Instead we would have had an 
idealized Jesus who constantly performed miracles·, manifest-
ed no weaknesses and was perfedt in all ways from the very 
beginning. Glover says: 
"The central figure of the gospels must impress: 
ev~ry attentive reader as at least a man of marked 
personality •••• It is hard to imagine the Possibil-
ity of his being a mere literary creation evan if 
we should conceive a joint literary creation by 
several authors writing independent works. Indeed 
when we re~lect on the character of the gospels, 
their origin and composition, and then consider the 
sharp, strong outlines of the personality depicted, 
we shall be apt to feel his claim to historicity to 
be stronger than we supposed ... 3. 
As the years passed, his worshipers found themselves 
more than once embarassed by the recor.~,which had state-
ments that did not seem to be creditable to the exalted 
Christ, whom they were preaching. The incident that gave 
the interpreters the most trouble was his baptism by 
John the Baptist. Mark, Matthew and John each try to 
1. Mark 8:17,21. Mark 3:21. 
2. case-op.cit. p.226. 
3. op.cit. pp. 16-17. 
~iUiiW"fF"f'fftM 55tlYR1fWee:: rrmrrr, r: wn:rm 
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37. 
explain it sa as to give Jesus the supremacy, but the acknowl-
edgement of these and similar difficulties show that they 
were dealing with a real person, the facts of whose life did 
not alwa¥s harmonize with the interests of primitive 
Chris t~logy • 
b. Jesus historicity was never doubted by early critics. 
As we have seen above, the early writers of the tra-
dition brought Jesus upon the scene at a time when those who 
would have been his contemporaries were still living. It 
was also produced in the land where he was supposed to have 
lived and wrought his wonderful works. How utterly absurd 
this would have been if his caaracter had merely been in-
vented! Yet we have no record that his historicity was ever 
doubted in the first centuries. The earliest arguments and 
theological battles which were waged were over Jesus' res-
urrection, messiahship, virgin binth and miracles, but his 
actual existence was accepted as a matter of course. 
c. Further evidence is revealed in the character of 
his teaching. 
Although we have no evidence that Jesus wrote anything 
and it is quite certain his disciples did not take notes 
... 
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on the things Jesus said, nevertheless, it is probable 
that the sayings of Jesus whiCh we have are quite accurate; 
at least they are more so than would be expected if we 
moderns, who are used to depending on writing, should try 
to.do the same thing. The oriental mind was especially 
trained to memorize, and accurately reproduce the words 
of the religious teacher. It is thus that the words of 
the Jewish rabbis were handed down~ In addition, Jesus 
was a master of expression, and his striking words were 
more easily remembered than the words of ordinary conversa-
tionalists. "Moreover, the unconscious reaching after the 
effective, which inevitably influences a twice-told tale, 
has less scope where what is repeated is already expressed 
1. 
in an arresting way.u 
In this connection if one .is inclined to doubt the 
ability of the disciples to remember Jesus words it may 
be interesting and helpful to recall Mr. Bruce Glasier 1s 
experie nee when writing his Memoir of William Morris as 
much as twenty-five years after his death. 
"I have found that my memory is on many occasions 
subject to what seems to be a sort of 'illumination' 
or 'inspiration•. Thus when I have fixed my mind on 
one, say of the incidents recalled in these chapters 
the scene has begun to unfold itself, perhaps slowly 
at first, but afterwards rapidly and clearly. Medi-
l.Streeter-The Historic Chrisb - From Foundations p.84. 
l 
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tating upon it for a time I have lifted my pen and 
begun to write. Then to my surprise the conversa-
tions, long buried or hidden somewhere in my mem-
ory, have come back to me sometimes with the great-
est fulness, l'rord for word, as we say. Nay, not 
only the words, but the t£nes, the pauses and the 
gest urea of the speaker." • 
Surely the sayings of Jesus were written down by the dis-
ciples in the early documents, before twenty-five years 
after the death of Jesus. Thus Mr. Glasier 1 s experience 
.helps us to imagine the process by which Jesus' words 
were preserved. Nevertheless: the fact that there may 
be this element of historical uncertainty keeps us from 
making them legal enactments· and forces us to ask "what is 
the spirit?"rather thanttwhat is the letter?" 
d. Existence of group of believers is a strong argtunent!' ' 
The existence of the Christian church, and tr~ group 
of early believers is a strong argument in favor of Jesus' 
historicity. we must account for the Apostolic church in 
some way, for it is the great witness to its Founder, and 
no life of Ghrist which fails to account for Christianity 
2. 
can be adequate. It has been said that a group of people 
would not worship one whom they had known in his human 
limitations, but as Case says, this faith needed an earthly 
'3. 
Jesus as well as a heavenly Christ. They must have had 
1. Gore-Jesus of Nazareth-p.207. 
2. Headlam-op.cit. p.3. 
3. case-op.oit. p.234. 
I. 
a high estimate of Jesus while on earth to so readily 
believe and have faith in the resurrected Christ. 
40. 
5. Conclusion-An historical Jesus is necessary to the 
new religion. 
The historical Jesus is necessary to the new religion, 
~ristianity. In no other way can we account for the zeal 
and ardor of the disciples, the rapid s·pread of the believers 
and the continuance of an institution through the centuries, 
which has moulded and dominated the mind of mankind. 
'l' he fact,that the gospels furnished the incentive 
power and authority for the first believers,gives us 
strong reason for the acceptance of their genuineness. 
By the middle of the second century, the chief churches 
must have had access to all four gospels and already regard-
ed them as authoritative. Stanton strikes the keynote in 
this respect when he says, 11 The gospels could hardly have 
made their way at the early time at which they must have 
begun to do so, if they had not come with good credentials. 
1. 
There were the means still of testing their claims • 11 
1. ~tanton-The Gospels as Historical Documents- Part! p.275. 
D. The Gospe 1 of John. 
1. Historical character too much a matter 
of debate. 
The Fourth Gospel was written considerably later 
than the first three. It is an entirely different type 
of document. It is reasonably certain that the author did 
41. 
not intend it to be a biography or a historical doc'l.mlent in ~-
the same sense as the others. Harnack says, ..,!he Gospel of 
1. 
John can in no wise be considered a historical source" , 
and wernle says, "As an historical source, Jolm must make 
room for the ~~noptics. Jesus was such as the Synoptics 
2. 
depict him, not such as he is displayed in John, •· and 
Klausner would call it a religio-philosophical book rather 
3. 
than a religio-historical one, Its object is to interpret 
the highly exalted Jesus, consequently it passes over details 
in the life and death of Jesus as wmuld appear too h~an. 
"T~terpretation of the personality of Jesus made in 
this gospel is a revelation of the experience that men were 
having,as they sought,like Paul, for direct spiritual 
4. 
acquaintance with Jesus glorified in the heavens. 11 
5. 
The writer of the gospel of John sets out to interpret 
1. Nuelsen-Recent Phases of German Theology p.59. 
2. wernle-op. cit. p.46. 
3. Klausner-op.cit. p.l25. 
4. Bosworth-Life and Teachings of Jesus p.22. 
5. There is so much controversy about the author that we feel 
it not wise to go into the matter seeing it will not further our 
thesis to any degree. Henan, though he is not considered author-
itative fnomy:t;her;stan!;}point of scholarship, nevertheless voices 
.. 
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the universe and sees in the historical Jesus, a bridge where-
by we may cross to the Eternal; he is the way, the Truth, 
and the Light. If he tells a story, it is not because it 
happened·, rather because.he sees in it something which be-
longs to the Eternal. For instance, in Mark, the feeding of 
the multitude is a striking story; John sees in it the eter-
1. 
nal principle - Christ as the Bread of Life. Again, take the 
raising of Lazarus; for John it is an illustration of the 
application of the principle - hi am the Resurrection and 
2. 
the Life." 
Likewise, we find it hard to separate the words of 
John from the words of Jesus; John no doubt regarded him-
self a prophet, as a result, when putting down the words 
of Jesus, if substitutions came to him, he felt they came 
from a risen and glorified divine Jesus, and should be 
put down to help interpret the earlier sayings. Headlam 
feels that the teaching represents a development and has 
been translated into the language and forms of thought of 
a later time; that it is influenced by the theological 
ideas and expressions which grew up in the apostolic 
3. 
church. 
the opinion of a large number of reputable scholars when he 
summarizes the controversial aspect of it thus: "This question 
of authorshiP stands alone in literary history. I know of no 
question of criticism in which contrary appearances are so evenly 
balanced, and the mind is held more completely in suspense." 
(Renan - Life of Jesus PP• 474-475. 
1. John 6:1-40 
2. John 11:1-44 
3. Life and Teachings of Jesus P• 41. 
43. 
2. It adds nothing of vital importance to our 
subject. 
We are interested though in discovering the histor-
ical Jesus, wherefore, while we believe that there· are 
certain elements in the gospel of John which are histor-
ical, it adds nothing of vital importance to the Jesus of 
history, as given us in the cJmoptics. After a complete and 
careful study of the value of the Fourth Gospel, Renan has 
concluded 11 If his material information is more exact. than 
that of the oynoptics, his historic colouring is much less 
so, - so that in order to seize the general physiognomy 
of Jesus, the Synoptic gospels, despite their omissions 
1. 
and their errorS', are still the most trustworthy guides." 
The gospel of John is not a history nor a biography, but 
a book of devotion to be read like Thomas A 1 Kempis book, 
"Dnitation of Christ." 
1. Renan - op.cit.~474. 
I 
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Portraits of Jesus. 
A. what kind of a character have we? 
Suppose we accept the fact of Jesus 1 historicity 
the question still remains, "what kind of a character is 
44. 
he?" To tt•y to picture what he was actually like is a rather 
difficult task calling for both critical insight and con-
structive imagination. This is true for two reasons; the 
scantiness of the material from which we have to draw, and 
secondly, the conflicting impressions which:'~one receives 
from the materials themselves. 
One writer, as an introduction to his brief sketch 
of the life of Jesus says, u The firmness, clearness, and 
even fulness with ~which the figure of Jesus is delineated 
in the sources, and the variety of activities through wgich 
it is dramatized, do nmt insure than the data given should 
suffice for the drawing up of a properly so-called 1 life 
1. 
of Jesus 1 • we wonder how he can say "even fulness with 
which the figure of Jesus is delineated", for the facts 
are that we have a rather extended account of his birth, 
then he all but disappears until he is twelve years of age. 
Again there is a silence until he is about thirty years 
old after which appears a rather brief disconnected, and 
fragmentary account of his ministry. 
1. warfield-Article on Jesus Ghrist-Schaff Herzog Ency. p.l57. 
45. 
Added to this is the fact that in the documents 
themselves we have no consistent portrait of Jesus. Cer-
tainly the figure that moves through the bynoptic Gospels 
is not the same in all respects as that in the Gospel of 
John, the former is a more human portrait, the latter is 
exalted. Again, if you compare what is said about Jesus by 
the evangelists even in the Synoptics themselves with that 
which Jesus said concerning himself, it is apparent that 
there is a difference. Most ·of the emphasE'fs upon the 
supernatural element in the character of Hesus is to be 
found in what the evangelists say concerning him. For 
instance, no record is given that Jesus claimed a super-
natural birth or pre-existence, but the evangelists claim 
this for him. 
One can go even further than this. If you contrast 
what was the attitude of Jesus 1 followers regarding him 
during their fellowship with him in life, with their own 
attitude later, there is a difference. Even Jesus' closest 
disciples do not seem to realize the uniqueness of his 
character while they lived with him. They accepted his 
Cross as their defeat; Peter who lies and curses to escape 
f~om owning allegiance to a human Jesus suffers in order 
to preach a resurrected , divine Christ. The apostles 
v 
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in the book of Acts OOt1tainly are Gifferent men than) the 
same apostles previously when following the teacher from 
Nazareth. It becomes apparant then, that even in the gos-
pel sources themselves there is given more than one por-
traiture of Jesus; here no doubt is to be found the secret 
of all the controveries that have raged around his person 
since his death. 
Looking at the problem of what kind of a Jesus we 
have, from the viewpoint of present day thinking it would 
appear that we have not one but several pictures. ~hough 
there may be many deviations from, and combinations of these 
portraits, in the main, thinking of Jesus in terms of broad 
outlines, perhaps we could say there are three. These are : 
the traditional Jesus, the Jesus of the radical critic, and 
the Jesus of the libaral theologian. Let us briefly examine 
these three. 
B. ~pacific Pictures. 
1. The traditional Jesus. 
First, we will consider the Jesus of tradition. The 
key word here is Divinity.~e chief emphasis lies on the 
thought of Christ 1 s divinity, which is stressed usually 
even to the point where his human career and human char-
acter are almost completely lost. 
/ 
•· 
One of the earliest tendencies ~n Christian history 
is that ofi Docetism, which Dr. Edmund ~oper describes as 
the 11 theory that Jesus Christ was not a real man at all, 
1. 
47. 
but only seemed to be a man... If he acted and talked like 
a man, it was only because he was acting a part. 1his ten-
dency never actually dominated Christianity to the point 
where the human side of Jesus was lost, but its influence 
is still felt. 
As the mey word in the traditionalistic picture of 
Jesus is Divinity so the characteristic expression of it 
dls always found in miracle. By miraclel'here, we mean an act 
or event which has no counterpart or no explanation in human 
or natural experience. To the traditionalist, a miracle is 
a miracle precisely because its explanation can be found only · 
as it is unnatubal and attributed to the direct act of God. 
Jesus is Divine, this Divinity is attested by such miracles. 
Consequently bo the traditionalist, Jesus was .pre-
existent. He was sent by the Divine God to earth to assume 
human form, and make atonement for human evil. He was the 
fulfilment of Messianic prophecy. He was Virgin born, was a 
worker of miracles, was all powerful, all wise, sinless. He 
did God's will, not because he chose to do it, but because 
1. What May I l3elieve-p.l03. 
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he was himself that will. He never grew except physically, 
he was perfection from the beginning. He died on the Cross, 
rose again on the third day with his physical body and 
finally ascended into Heaven 1'1'here he now resides at the 
right hand of God, judging the world, which position he 
shall hold u11til he comes again to establish the Millenium. 
The record of this Jesus is to be found in the infallible 
Scriptures which are the direct inspiration of God. 
Such is the characteristic picture of the tradition-
alistic Jesus. Of course, for one holdin~ such a view there 
is no critical or historical problem. No critical problem 
because the rec~ds are perfect and complebe, no historical 
problem because the whole thing is accepted purely on faith. 
2. The Jesus of the Radical Critic. 
The extreme and opposite picture ~f Jesus is painted 
by the pen of the radical critic. His chief and only 
instrument f~ finding Jesus is reason, expressed in 
scientific, historical criticism. This critical method of 
course, is exercised on all records pertaining to the life 
and works of Jesus. He comes at his work, supposedly with 
no preconceived notions or prejudices. He tries to let the 
records speak f~ themselves. 
• 
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The result is far from the Jesus of the traditional-
ist. In fact one would not recognize them as having any 
relationship to each other. ~ometimes the radical critic 
ends with no Jesus at all, he has disappeared in the crit-
ical process as gasoline disappears in burning. In the 
main, though radicals cannot agree, where there is a 
Jesus left at all, he is either a mythical character, 
a psychopath, or a merely human character around whose 
life has sprung up these n~erous le~ends and stories 
which many Christians today accept as facts. 
b. Characteristic Pictures. 
(1) The Mynhical Jesus. 
~lthough Strauss never doubted Jesus' existence, he 
was really the one who started the line of thought which 
ended in denying Jesus' historicity. Strauss prepared 
the war for Bauer who, as we have said, having cast aside 
the gospels as evidence, had nothing left to show for 
Jesus' existence and so he concluded Jesus was merely 
1. 
Christianity's fictitious product. 
Kalthoff, in his Das Christus Problem, presents the 
view that Christianity did hot have a personal founder, but 
1. case-op.cit. p.37. 
.. 
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was merely a great social movement • 
50. 
Pror. Jensen, of the University of Marburg·, affirms 
most positively that the whole life of Christ is essentially 
a Jewish version of the Babylonian Gilgamesh Epos. His main 
contention is stated in the following words: 
"Practically~all_ of the gospel narrative is purely 
legendary, and~ there is no reason at all to consider 
anything that is told of Jesus as historical •••• The 
Jesus legend is an Israelitish Gilgamesh legend •••• 
As a Gilgamesh legend, the Jesus legend is a sister 
legend to numerous partiuularly to most, of the Old 
Testament legends • 11 
In his concluding Q.hapter, he writes: 11 Jesus of Nazareth, 
in whom, as ~n)the Son og God and the ::iaviour of the 
world, Christianity has believed far nearly two 
thousand years, and who is regarded even by the 
most advanced scholarship of our own day as a good 
and great man who lived and died the sublime pattern 
of the ideal ethical life - nhis Jesus has never 
lived upon earth; neither has he died, be~ause He 
is nothing but an Israelitish Gilgamesh." • 
How shall we answer this? we may use two methods in 
doing so: one is to show the weakness of the argument by 
a critical comparison of the two stories· - case employs 
~his method; the other is to reduce the ar gune nt to ab-
surdity by similar wild assertions, wound around a familiar 
and well known modern figure; this is done by Bishop Nuelsen 
in his little book, Recent Phases of German ~heology. 
case presents a series of parallels between the gospel 
incidents and the Gilgamesh story, but concludes that there is 
1. Thorburn-op.cit. p.20. 
2. Nuelsen-Recent Phases of German Theology. p.51. 
• 
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no J.ikeness between the individuals compared, that the resem• 
blance between individual events is insignificant, and that 
the greatest weakness of Jensen's theory lies in his omission 
of large sect ions of both the gospe 1 story and the Babylonian 
epic. fractically all of Jesus' teaching is overlooked and 
his career taken as a whole has no -counterpart in the epic. 
"In no:·respect, does .Jensen's hypothesis as a theory to ex-
plain the origin of the gospels without referenc~ to a his-
1. 
tori cal Jesus, seem to have any validity." 
Nuelsen shows how absurd Jensen's conclusions are by 
applying the same principles and methods. He pictures 
Macaulay's famous New ~ealander, coming to America and 
digging in the ruins covering the spot where the Congress-
ional Library now stands. He finds literature which says 
that at the beginning of bhe twentieth century the head of 
the American nation was supposed to be a strong and influential 
man by the name of Theodore Roosevelt. But this scholar proves 
that Roosevelt was not an historical person. He is merely the 
result of tendencies and mythological traits dominant in the 
American nation. For example, he is pictured with a big stick, 
merely a trait borrowed from the Greeks and Romans, the 
thunderbolt of Jupiter. Pictures show him smiling and showing 
his teeth; this shows a strong African influence. he is pictured 
1. case·-op.cit. PP• 77-85. 
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also as wearing a broad brimmed hat and large eyeg~asses; a 
feature taken from Norse mythology - ~~den endeavoring to 
ptlerce through the heavy -clouds covering his head. Many 
contradictory legends have been told about him. Hw was a 
hunter and a rough rider, but also a acholar and an author. 
He was a leader in war, but also a peacemaker. Here we have 
simply the personification of prominent character traits of 
Americans, who at various stages in their development loved 
to hunt, to ride, to war, but reaching a higher type of 
civilization, began to study, to write, and to make peace. 
~ know that 'l!heodore Roosevelt was no myth, but a living 
1. 
fact and a tremendous power in the life of our nation. 
Nuelsen concludes "And so is Jesus Christ.n 
J .M.Robertson has given us two books, Christianity and 
Mylhhology, and Pagan Christa, in which he tries to show that 
the whole gospe 1 story is but a mixture of pagan and mythical 
elements. He parallels everything in the gospels with pagan 
mythology; for example our Jesus,the son of Mary, is nothing 
more than the Joshua, son of Miriam in the remarkabtie Arab' 
tradition. 
An American, w.B.smith, in his book Ecce Deus, sketches 
not a human Jesus but a divine one. Jesus Hor him is originally 
a god, or rather the name of the one god who was revered in 
1. Nuelsen-op.cit. PP• 53-5?. 
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similar cults under other names. The story that this god 
Jesus lived in Judea as man ~as but the result of giving the 
1. 
subject of the myth a human form. 
Prof. Drews, £onsidered the most remarkabae supports~ 
of the assertion that Jesus was not historical, but a myholog-
ical person, has given us the book Die Ghristusmythe, which he 
tells us has been written "preeminently in the interests of · 
religion, from the conviction that its previous·forms no longer 
suffice ~or men of today, that above a11· the 'jesusanism" of 
historical theology is in its deepest nature irreligious, and 
that this itself forms the greatest hindrance to all real re-
2. 
ligious progress." 
In a debate which Prof. Drews held with Prof. Von Soden, 
3. 
the former stated his final position under· five headings: 
1. Before the times of the Jesus of the Gospels there 
existed amon~ certain secret Jewish sects a cult-god 
named 'Jesus probably identical with an old Israel-
ite sun-god named 'Joshua'. 
2. Paul knew nothing of an historical Jesus. 
3. The gospels do not contain the h!~tory of an actual 
man but only the myth of the God-man Jesus, clothed 
in an historical dress. 
4. The important, and for all religious purposes signif-
icant, matters in the gospels, l.e. the Baptism, the 
LQrd's supper, the Crucifixion and the Resurrection of 
Jesus, are all borrowed from the cult-symbolism of the 
mythical Jesus. 
5. The 'historical' Jesus of modern critical theology has 
now become so vague and doubtful a figure in both 
theology and history that he can no longer be regara-
ed as the absolutely indispensable condition of salvation. 
1. Loofs-what i§ the Truth About Jeaus Christ? p.6. 
2. Drews-The Christ Myth. p.la. 
3. Thorburn-op. cit. Appendix p. 305. 
• 
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But the conclusions of Prof. Drews and others are by 
no means shared by the majority of the workers in the field 
of early religious beliefs and customs. In the department of 
mythology and religion, there is no. greater authority than 
1. 
Dr. Frazer (~o says Thorb1~n) • He says: 
"The historical reality of Christ has sometimes been 
doubted or denied. It vrould be .;ust as reasonable to 
question the historic existence of Alexander the Great 
and 0narlemagne on account of the legends which have 
gathered around them. The attempt to explain history 
without the influence of great men may flatter the vanity 
of the vulgar but it ~ill find no favor with the phil-
as ophical historian." • . 
Frazer in his book fhe Golden Bough, goes into detail 
about the rites and worship of Osiris, Tammuz, Adonis, and 
Attis and shows how the Christian celebration of Christmas, 
and Easter do coincide with the festive days of these cult 
worshippers but he explains it thus:.: 
"Taken altogether, the coincidences of the Christian 
with the heathen festivals are too close and too num-
erous to be accidental. They mark the compromj_se which 
the church in the hour of its triumph was compelled tg 
make with its vanquished yet still dangerous rivals." • 
The world cannot always live up to the level of its 
great men and so the shrewd ecclesiastical leaders thought 
to widen the'narnow gate' of Christianity was necessary if 
they were to conquer the world • 
The mythical characters with Tihom Jesus has been equated 
are all vague and unreal, so different from the natural and 
lifelike picture given us in the synoptic gospels. ~e may 
1. Op. cit .p300. 
2 •• Thorburn-oQ. cit. PP• 300-301/ 
3 Frazer-p. 361. 
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therefore with all confidence conclude that Jesus is in the 
truest sense an historical personality of the period in which 
he is said to have lived. 
1. 
(2) The Jesus of the Pathographer. 
To begin with, let us not rest content in the thought. 
that the fruits of Jesus' life would render unthinkable 
the possibility of mental derangement. The impact of' his perron-
ality upon hur,il.an history proves hothing either ·'one:rway or 
another so far as his mental life is concerned. tipeaking 
of abnormal minds, Bundy says, uAs often it has been the case 
that just their traits of abnormality account for their in-
2. yV 
exhaustible energy in accomplishment .·• rte will not doubt 
this, but the fact remains, we would not care to choose 
such a one as a guide or leader in life. At any rate we con-
cur with Bundy in his basic conclusion that the problem of the 
psychic health of Jesus is to be met and solved in the sources 
of Jesus' words and.deeds. It is precisely here that most of 
the pathographerR fail. "From the vievrpoint of the hist orico-
crit ical study of the New Testament those who pathographic-
ally diagnose the case of Jesus, with the exception of Ras-
mussen, are unacquainted with even the more general cause and 
3. 
conclusions of New Testament criticism." It seems that what 
I 
strength their work has, comes apparently from their uncrit- ~l 
1. In view of the fact that the study of the mental health of 
Jesus lies in such a specialized field, all our quotations 
wiill com1e from Bundy, 
11 The Psychic Real th of Jesus. n 2. n"E. p. :::: • 
3. p. 269. 
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acceptance of New Testament material. There is a much better 
basis for making ~esus out to be a psychopath of one type 
or another if we are. literalists in dealing with the Scriptures 
than there is if we are critical. 
In the main, there are four Pictures of Jesus from 
the pa.thographic point of view. He is asserted to be an 
epileptic, paranoic, ecstatic, or £a.na.tic. Let us briefly 
consider each in the order given. 
By epilepsy, we Mean, "a. pronounced chronic disorder 
of the central nervous system v1hich is characterized by fre-
quently recurring attacks of cramps attended by loss of con-
sciousness; only one point is to be emphasized, namely that 
the various disturbances appear independent of objective 
1. 
occasions. u The epileptic is likely to be dome depressed, 
pessimistic, morose, brutal, dangerous; he is egotistical, 
pigoted and hypocritical, or he may suffer from befogged 
2. 
states of consciousness with or without somatic convulsions. 
Rasmussen finds in the public career of Jesus, instances of 
epileptic atteck, for example, in Gethsemane and in the 
cleansing of the temple. 
The answer to such is that in the first place, 
psychiatrists find great difficulty in diagnosing epilepsy 
in a. living per~on. Since this is true, and since so few 
1. Op. Cit~ p.253. 
2. Op. cit. PP• 254-255. 
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instances are found in Jesus where it mighteven be sus-
! ivJJ_A '\ 
'picioned he was epileptic, it is a questionable thing to 
put any value on such claims. The scenein the garden cannot 
be capitalized because Jesus' fear, there, is not morbid, 
1. 
it is natural. The cleansing of the temple is a question-
able foundation for such contention because the act itself 
is challenged from the critical standpoint. Even if we accept 
it, whip cords and all, the temple authorities do not object; 
they only request credentials ~or such authority. There is 
too little evidence to hazard even a guess that Jesus was an 
epileptic. 
Secondly, Jesus has been described as a paranoic. 
Paranoia, simply described means a progressive development 
of delusions without mental deterioration. These delusions 
usually center upon the subject's personality. so far as 
Jesus is concerned, his egocentric expressions do not center 
upon himself as much as they do upon the Kingdom of God 
\Vhat Jesus really thought of himself remains a problem. He 
does not appear to be much concerned about convincing others 
of his exalted dignity. This is in direct contrast with what 
2. 
we know of the true paranoic. 
Again, Jesus is called an ecstatic. It is hard in a 
single sentence to define an ecstatic, there are so many 
1. Bundy - op. cit. p.l79. 
2. Bundy- op. cit. pp.278-279. 
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forms and manifestations of it. The ecstatic usually focuses 
attention upon one idea which is abstract, he loses normal 
self-control and general sensibility, and manifests emotion-
al excitement. Habitual ecstatics usually flee society pre-
1. 
ferring to be by themselves with their halluninations. 
On these terms, Jesus cannot be an ecstatic. In 411 
the gospels, we do not find a single instance of his emergence 
from a state of ecstacy, though we do of his disciples. 
The only possible material is found in the acoount of his 
baptism, but here the ecstatic elements seem clearly to be 
an expression of t~e evangelists' theology and Christology 
rather than an experience of Jesus himself. Jesus did 
seek seclusion, often, but not permanently; he always re-
turned from it to practical service. rthatever of ecstatic 
nature there aas in Jesus seems to haver esulted in cont .. 
posure and self-control rather than in any form of intemp-
erance. 
Once more, Jesus is sometimes called a fanatic. Here 
is a term which from a strictly Rcientific point of view 
is hard to determine. Fanaticism is not necessarily a 
symptom of mental disease. Many of the geniuses of the 
world have been fanatics; it is doubtful whether they 
would have reached their goal had they not been. At the 
same time, we must recognize that fanaticism is frequent-
1. Bundy - op. cit. p.260. 
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ly the result of intense delusions so that persistent fan-
aticism arouses the suspicion of mental derangement. 
Perhaps the charge that Jesus was a fanatic is the 
most popular among extreme critics. "From Reinhard (1781) 
to wernle (1916:) not one great life or character study af 
·. l. 
Jesus has left the question .Oft fanaticism entirely untouched." 
Reinhard has defended Jesus against fanaticism as no other has, 
contending that Jesus is the founder of the religion of reason. 
The charge of fanaticism, so far as Jesus is concerned;rests 
chiefly on the contention, for instance, that his Kingdom of Heaven 
on earth with all that it involves, is an impossible dream. 
The reply to this charge is that Jesus does not answer 
to the description of a fanatic except perhaps in zeal. He 
never,ho~ever, even with his zeal tried to force his truth 
on anyone as fanatics do. Jesus never spurned the common things 
of life, he neger lost sdght of the relationship he had to 
the rest of human kind; these things show mental balance not 
p:flesent in fanaticism. Reinhard sums up his defense in this 
statement, "The one observation that the predominant tone 
of his soul was not enthusiasm, not untamed zeal and tempes-
tuous passion, but a calm rational composure which was not 
disturbed and interrupted by passing fits of ecstacy and 
fanatical fury; this single observation destroys all sus-
2. 
picion of fanaticism." 
1. Bundy- op. cit. p.264. 
2. Bundy -op. cit. p.265. 
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wernle sums up his defence in hfuis simple statement, 
"The charge of f'ana:biaism against Jesus collapses in the 
face of his elementary principle. whoever doeth the will of 
1. 
God,shall enter !mto the Kingdom of God." 
T~ sum up our estimate of the extreme critic's pre-
sentation of a pathological Jesus, we need go no further 
than to quote the words of Bundy at the close of his book. 
11
.a pathography of Jesus is possible only upon the basis of 
a lack of acquaintance with the course and conclusions of 
2:. 
New Testament criticism •••• " That there are elements 
in the gospels nhich taken at their face value, out of con-
text and historical setting, "VID:;i;oh:- give one the basis for 
believing in a pathographic Jesus, we will oot deny. Taking 
Jesus' life as a whole, not in selected fragments, looking 
at him through records with discriminatory eyes, he is seen 
to be a man of sanity and sound reason. 
(3) The Purely Human Jesus. 
The title here is enough to indicate what kind of a 
Jesus the radical critic gives us in this respect. It is a 
Jesus who was a man, born as we are, lived as we do, who 
died, and was buried. All miracle is denied, all thoughts 
of his supernatural person or actions are accounted for as 
1. Bundy - op. cit. pp. 2559266. 
2. Bundy - op. cit. p. 268. 
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mere tradition with no actual basis in fact. Jesus is re-
garded·as a man of unusual wiadom, of unusual devotion and 
moral character, all on a strictly human basis. In fact, he 
was a good man, super only in his goodness. This does not 
mean perfection. He was subject to weakness, physical and 
mental, just as we are. Vfuatever he achieved, he won as we do. 
He was purely human. ~oren Kurkegaard characterizes him as 
1. 
sheer man, albeit the greatest man that ever lived. ~ 
mousset says of Jesus, that the life of our Lord did not 
2. 
overstep the limits of the purely human. This in brief 
summarizes the thought of this purely humanistic schoml. 
Here again there is no possibility of absolute class-
ification. No two scholars think exactly alike or give us 
exactly the s arne picture. Any one would depart from what 
we might say in some respects. 
3. The Jesus of the Liberal ~beologian. 
Between the pictures of Jesus aB. given us by the 
traditionalist, and that given us by the radical critic, 
we have another which contains elements of both, but which 
is not radical in either extreme. VIe call this picture, 
that of the liberal theologian. Perhaps we can summar!ze 
the position of such a one best from the three great bases 
of contention, the gospel records, the miracles and the 
person of Jesus. 
1. Bornemann- Jesus as Problem- p·, 13. 
2. ~anday- The Life of Jesus in Recent Research. p. 189. 
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First, then, the gospel sources. ln our statement of 
the ~ynoptic Problem, we have conered all that is necessary 
here. the liberal theologian does not hesitate to apply the 
modern critical methods. From the life of Jesus he separatetl 
all which has upon it the ear marks of legend, myth, or 
theological explanation. V'Ihen he gets through, vre have to 
admit that from the gospel record, there has disappeared 
much which has been the basis of contention between the 
conservati,,e and radical schools through the years. The· 
ldberal theologian turns more to what Jesus said and did 
himself rather than to what has been said about him. 
Referring to the miracle stories of Jesus, and the 
whole conaideration of miracles, the tnrning point is to 
be found in the answer to the question of whether the 
miracle is consistent with the character of God as por-
trayed in the life and 'Veachings of Jesus. Or is it con-
sistent with the character of Jesus himself? 
The liberal does not quibble over the question of 
miracle.s because he does not rely upon them to establish 
for him the place of Jesus either in religion or life. 
In the highestsense he accepts miracles, dec!aring that 
both what Jesus said and what he was, is the greatest 
miracle of all. It is because of Jesus' character, being 
7 
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what it was, that miracle stories could be attributed to him 
and believed. If Jesus performed miracles ilhey vzere in keep-
ing with God's laws, not violations of them, and were not 
for the purpose of demonstration but ~ere expressions of 
God's eternal will for needy humanity. 
When it comes to the matter of the person of Jesus, 
the liberal does not claim to be on wholly certain grounds. 
Divinity in Jesus, established by a Virgin Birth, he rejects. 
In fact, a supernatural character in Jesus on the lines of 
traditional faith, he refuses to accept. He believes the 
Synoptic gospels, themselves, which are the real source of 
Jesus' life and character, present a Jesus, who grows into 
his God conscious ness. The steps marking that growth are not 
clear, the mystery of it is not altogether to be understood, 
it is revealed however in the teachings and character of 
Jesus. 
President Edmund Soper of Ohio wesleyan University, 
at the close of his chapter on the question,"nas Jesus Christ 
a Real Man?" quotes two littaa stanzas which epitomize the 
belief and faith of the liberal theologian. 
"Christ, 
Most perfect man, 
And therefore perfect God. 
Christ, 
Most perfect God, 
And the ref ore perfect man." 1. 
1. What 1-ray I Believe- p.ll5. 
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SUMHARY 
The whole question of the historicity of Jesus arises 
with, and is oased upon the critical approach to Christianity 
and its authoritative basis. 'l'he importance of the question is 
seen when it is realized that in the person of Jesus is found 
both the authority and reason fior Christianity. 
The documents to be examined are the extra-canonical 
and the canonical. When we turn to the extra-canonical 
material, we find it is scanty, the matter being gathered 
almost entirely from certain Roman and Jewish writers, such 
as Tacitus, Suetonius, Pliny and Josephus; also the Agrapha 
and the Apostolic Fathers. From these writings we are just-
ified in drat"ling certain conclusions. First that Jesus lived 
and died in .Tudea, during the time of the Roman occupation, 
~at he was an unusual personage, and that no early pagan 
antagonist questioned his existence. 
Vfhen we turn to the canonical sources, we find them to 
be three in number; the Pauline writings, the Synoptic gos-
pels and the gospel of John. 
The Pauline writings have been bitterly assailed by 
v 
critics who.have declared them to be pseudonomous. The extra-
v-
biblical evidence for the genuineness of the letters is 
slight; nevertheless, what we do have is convincing. For 
the most part, we have to turn to internal evidence for 
proof. Fortunately, here we have more adequate proof. 
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VIe find,f or instance, that the pseudonymous claim falls 
before the fact that the writer expresses ideas preva-
65. 
lent in the first century which were discredited at the time 
the pseudonymous writers were supposed to appear. The denails 
of the letters also are handled too minutely and maturally 
to be accredited to nameless writers of later times. Paul's 
personality rings true in these writings; we see here not a 
made-up character of the stage but an actual person. 
It is true that there are few references in Pauline 
writings to events in the life of Jesus, but there was no 
necessity for them; these things were taken for granted, be-
cause they were well-known. The charge that Paul's Christi-
anity was nothing more than an Adonis cult is absurd because 
so highly fanciful and incomplete. A careful examination of 
Paul's writings will reveal the fact that an actual Jesus is 
a prerequiaite to Paul's Christian life and work. 
~be Synoptic gospels we see are the primary source of 
knowledge of Jesus 1 life and work. We recognize the fact that 
these records are fragmentary, that there are numerous dis-
agreements as to time, persons,and place in their records; 
we· recognize in them the hand of the theologian and the 
apologist at work: nevertheless, in them we see a core of 
-66. 
writings in which moves a Jesus who is real. 'l'he two-source 
theory of the scholars, arrived at by critical analysis of 
the Synoptic problem gives us this core of genuine work 
in which we discover the real Jesus. No matter what the 
faults of the gospels may be, and there are many, never-
theless, they do present a Jesus who is true to life. 
From the external evidence, we learn that the gospels 
were all in existence before the second century, that they 
were canonized, and that they had been given first place 
in the New Test amant canon. Moreover, out of the gospel 
records, we get a group of early believers who later 
formed the beginning of the Christian church. This group 
presents a strong argument in favor of Jesus' historicity. 
The gospel of John, we find to be of no vital importance 
to this discussion for two reasons. First its historical 
nature is too much a matter of debate among reputable 
scholars, and then, even if it be accepted, it adds nothing 
of vital concern to our problem. 
As a result of critical evaluation of our documentary 
sources, we have a disagreerrent as to what is genuine and what 
is not. This leads to various portraits of Jesus, the pic-
ture depending on what is accepted and what is rejected. 
'l'he traditionalist purports to accept all the records 
as truth, proceeds to fasten his attention chiefly upon the 
•• 
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emphasis of the Divine elements in Jesus and presents us 
with a miracle working Son of God. 
The radical critic arrives at his picture v1i th more 
difficulty. He may emerge with a Jesus, who is purely mythical, 
with one·who is demented, or with a purely human Jesus. 
)· The liberal theologian is satisfied with neither ex-
treme view. He finds more of the human elements in Jesus, 
than does the traditionalist, a nd more of the Divine than 
does the radical critic. At any rate, Jesus'life and person-
ality were a natural growth such as ours is, though more com-
plete. The God-consciousness of Jesus, he is apt to recognize 
but he rests content in calling it, in the final analysis, 
a mystery. So far as miracle is concerned the greatest mir-
acle of all i§ Jesus himself who is adequate for our needs. 
Finally,we have to admit that while the evidence for 
the historical Jesus is not as abundant as we might wish it 
to be, it is nevertheless, as complete as might be expected 
by one who understands, even in part, the historical setting 
and circumstances under whiah it has come down to us. The 
marvel after all, is not in the scantiness of the sources, 
nor in the accretion of untrustworthy matter that has come 
dovm to us with the genuine; the marvel is in the complete-
ness of what we have and in its ability to stand the acid 
test, not only of wear and tear, but of scrutinizing and 
68. 
demanding criticism. If the continuance of Christianity 
depends upon the historical reality of' Jesus, we believe 
it is secure. Perhaps in the end, the fruits of' such critical 
investigation will abound to the good of the Christian 
religion, strengthening it in its: innermost part by re-
discovering the real truth of its i'ounder, the historical 
Jesus. 
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